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Abstract

Our aim in this work is to determine returns to scale (RTS) under weights
restrictions in data envelopment analysis (DEA). At first, we review Tone,s method
(2001) proposed in this field, then by using a slack-based model, we introduce a new
method that enables us to reach our aim. The advantage of the method proposed
in this article over Tone,s method is that for determining returns to scale, we solve
one model instead two models, and the results obtained are the same as those by
Tone,s method. This is supported by an empirical example.
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1 Introduction

For evaluating the relative efficiency of decision making units (DMUs), Charnes et al.

(1978) introduced a creative approach known as the CCR model. In this model, the unit

under evaluation is free to choose the best possible weights subject to the ratio of total

weighted outputs to total weighted inputs for all DMUs never exceeding the fixed number

1. The CCR model laid the ground for a new branch in operational research (OR) called

data envelopment analysis (DEA). On recognition of this model, other models like the

BCC, Additive, SBM, and FDH models and so on were introduced just about to empower

DEA. Nowadays, a wide range of research in the field of OR is allocated to DEA.

One of the issues highly important in DEA literature is imposing weights restrictions

in models to take into consideration the manager,s point of view as to the importance of

inputs or outputs and, by and large, to use previous judgments in DEA models. So many

scientific papers and approaches in this field are in existence, a lengthy list of which is

provided in Allen et al. (1997).

One of the significant concepts playing a vital role in production theory is returns to

scale (RTS). The RTS of the unit under evaluation is employed to determine its optimal
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size. So far, many approaches for determining RTS have been provided in DEA; see,

for example (Banker and Thrall, 1992; Jahanshahloo and Soleimani-damaneh, 2004) and

Soleimani-damaneh et al. (2006). However, studying RTS in the presence of weights

restrictions is yet on the threshold of youth. Among extant papers in this field, (Tone,

2001) provided a method for determining RTS in weight-restricted DEA models, after

establishing some useful lemmas and theorems. In this paper, by using a slack-based

model, we developed a new method for this aim. The advantage of the method proposed

in this article over Tone,s method is that, for determining returns to scale, we solve one

model instead two models, which the same results in Tone,s method are obtained, as

supported by an empirical example. The rest of the paper unfolds as follows: Section 2

contains Tone,s method; Section 3 includes the method rendered in this paper; In Section

4, for clarification, the results obtained by the proposed method are compared with those

attained by Tone,s method by restoring to an empirical example from Tone,s paper, and

Section 5 contains some conclusions.

2 Tone,s method

Assume that we have n observed DMUs (Xj ,Yj), where j=1,2,...,n, and every DMUj

produces the same s outputs in (possibly) different amounts, yrj, r=1,2,...,s, using the same

inputs, xij , i=1,2,...,m, also in (possibly) different amounts. All inputs and outputs are

assumed to be nonnegative, but at least one input and one output are positive, i.e., Xj =

(x1j , ..., xmj) ≥ 0, Xj �= 0 and Yj = (y1j, ..., ysj) ≥ 0, Yj �= 0. We define X = [X1, ..., Xn] as

the m×n matrix of inputs and Y = [Y1, ..., Yn] as the s×n matrix of outputs. Furthermore,

1 refers to a row vector of ones with an appropriate dimension. In this section, we present

Tone,s (2001) method for estimating returns to scale of DMUo, in which o ∈ {1, 2, ..., n},
under weights restrictions.

Consider the following linear programs as presented by (Tone, 2001):

(DWRo)θ
∗
w = max utyo − uo

s.t. vtxo = 1, (1)

utY − vtX − 1uo ≤ 0,

utP ≤ 0, (1-1)

vtQ ≤ 0, (1-2)

u ≥ 0, v ≥ 0,

where matrices P and Q are associated with weights restrictions. The dual of (DWRo)
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is:

(WRo)θ
∗
w = min θw

s.t. Xλ − Pπ + S− = θwXo, (2)

Yλ + Qτ − S+ = Yo,

1λ = 1,

λ ≥ 0, π ≥ 0, τ ≥ 0, S− ≥ 0, S+ ≥ 0,

where π and τ are dual variables corresponding to constraints (1-1) and (1-2), respectively.

To account for slack variables in all alternative solutions, we use a two-phase process. In

phase I we solve WRo, and in phase II we solve the following linear program.

max S− + S+

s.t. Xλ − Pπ + S− = θ∗wXo, (3)

Yλ + Qτ − S+ = Yo,

1λ = 1,

λ ≥ 0, π ≥ 0, τ ≥ 0, S− ≥ 0, S+ ≥ 0,

Let (θ∗w, λ∗, π∗, τ ∗, S−∗, S+∗) be an optimal solution to Model (3); based on this solution,

WR-efficiency is defined as

Definition 2.1. (WR-efficiency) A DMUo is WR-efficient if and only if it satisfies

(i) θ∗w=1

(ii) S−∗ = 0 and S+∗ = 0

Suppose that DMUo with input-output combination (Xo, Yo) is WR-efficient. Its pro-

jection is called the WR-projection obtained from Model (3) and is defined as follows:

X̂o = θ∗wXo − S−∗ + Pπ(= Xλ∗) (I)

Ŷo = Yo + S+∗ − Qτ(= Yλ∗)
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Theorem 1. The activity (X̂o, Ŷo) is WR-efficient.

Proof. (See p. 154 of Cooper et al. (1999) for a proof.)

Let DMUo be WR-efficient, consider the following two linear programming problems.

u∗
o = max uo

s.t. vtxo = 1, (4)

utyo − uo = 1,

utY − vtX − 1uo ≤ 0,

utP ≤ 0,

vtQ ≤ 0,

u ≥ 0, v ≥ 0,

u∗
o = min uo

s.t. vtxo = 1, (5)

utyo − uo = 1,

utY− vtX − 1uo ≤ 0,

utP ≤ 0,

vtQ ≤ 0,

u ≥ 0, v ≥ 0,

Then, Tone,s method (Theorem 3 in Tone, 2001) for determining returns to scale is as

follows.

Theorem 2.

(i) If u∗
o < 0, then the returns to scale are increasing (IRS).

(ii) If u∗
o < 0 < u∗

o or u∗
o=u∗

o=0, then the returns to scale are constant (CRS).

(iii) If u∗
o > 0, then the returns to scale are decreasing (DRS).

The converse is also true.

3 Proposed method

In our proposed method, we use a slack-based model to determine returns to scale.

Consider the following linear programming problem.
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(SWRo) max S− + S+

s.t. Xλ − Pπ + S− = Xo, (6)

Yλ + Qτ − S+ = Yo,

1λ = 1,

λ ≥ 0, π ≥ 0, τ ≥ 0, S− ≥ 0, S+ ≥ 0,

Let (λ∗, π∗, τ ∗, S−∗, S+∗) be an optimal solution for Model (6); based on this solution,

SWR-efficiency is defined as

Definition 3.1. (SWR-efficiency) A DMUo is SWR-efficient if and only if S−∗=0 and

S+∗=0

Theorem 3. DMUo is SWR-efficient if and only if it is WR-efficient.

Proof. The proof is straight forward and hence omitted.

The production possibility set is defined as PPS={(X,Y )|Y ≥ 0 can be produced by

X ≥ 0} and here, especially, we suppose

PPS = PPSWR = PPSSWR = {(X, Y )|Xλ − Pπ ≤ X,Yλ + Qπ ≥ Y, 1λ = 1, λ ≥ 0, π ≥ 0, τ ≥ 0}

Theorem 4. Let (Xo, Yo) be WR-efficient, then we have

(i) There is 0 < k < 1 such that (kXo, kYo)∈PPS is WR-inefficient if and only if

(Xo, Yo) has DRS.

(ii) There is k > 1 such that (kXo, kYo)∈PPS is WR-inefficient if and only if (Xo, Yo)

has IRS.

(iii) For each k > 0, (kXo, kYo)∈PPS is WR-efficient if and only if (Xo, Yo) has CRS.

Proof. Case (i): Let (u∗, v∗, u∗
o) be an optimal solution for Model (1) in evaluating

(Xo, Yo). Because (Xo, Yo) is WR-efficient so, we have u∗Yo − v∗Xo − u∗
o = 0. According

to WR-inefficiency of (kXo, kYo)∈PPS, we have

u∗kYo − v∗kXo − u∗
o < 0 ⇒ k(u∗Yo − v∗Xo − u∗

o) + ku∗
o − u∗

o < 0

Therefore

u∗
o(k − 1) < 0 (II)

By (II), 0 < k < 1 implies that u∗
o > 0. As a result, according to Theorem (2), (Xo, Yo)

has decreasing returns to scale.
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Case (ii): As stated in case (i), by (II) and the assumption k > 1, u∗
o < 0 will be

obtained. So, Theorem (2) implies (Xo, Yo) has increasing returns to scale.

Case (iii): Suppose that for each k > 0, (kXo, kYo) ∈ PPS is WR-efficient, then each

convex combination of (Xo, Yo) and (kXo, kYo) will be WR-efficient. Therefore, there

exists an active supporting hyperplane as uY − vX − uo = 0 in (Xo, Yo) and (kXo, kYo).

Let vXo = α, then (v/α)Xo = 1 and so (u/α, v/α, uo/α) = (u∗, v∗, u∗
o) is an optimal

solution for Model (1) in evaluating (Xo, Yo), which will also be active in (kXo, kYo). In

others words,

u∗Yo − v∗Xo − u∗
o = 0

u∗kYo − v∗kXo − u∗
o = 0

From the above two equations we have

u∗
o(1 − k) = 0 ⇒ u∗

o = 0

So, there exists an optimal solution of Model (1) in evaluating (Xo, Yo) for which, u∗
o = 0.

Then, by Theorem (2), (Xo, Yo) has constant returns to scale.

Let us now prove the converse of Cases (i), (ii) and (iii).

Case (i): Suppose that for each k ∈ (0, 1), (kXo, kYo) ∈ PPS is WR-efficient. Then,

similar to the proof of Case (iii), there exist, an optimal solution of Model (1) in evaluating

(Xo, Yo) for which u∗
o = 0. Then, by Theorem (1), (Xo, Yo) has constant returns to scale.

This is a contradiction.

Case (ii): The proof is similar to that of Case (i), and is omitted.

Case (iii): Suppose that there exist k > 0 such that (kXo, kYo) ∈ PPS is WR-inefficient,

then by (i) and (ii), either decreasing or increasing returns to scale prevail at (Xo, Yo),

which is in contrast to our assumption in this case.

In the proposed approach, we try to make (kXo, kYo) WR-inefficient for determining

the returns to scale of (Xo, Yo). In this case, if WR-inefficiency of (kXo, kYo) causes the

increasing k from the level one, increasing returns to scale prevail at (Xo, Yo), if WR-

inefficiency of (kXo, kYo) leads to decreasing k from the level one, decreasing returns to

scale prevail at (Xo, Yo), and if there is no exist k > 0 for which (kXo, kYo) ∈ PPS be

WR-inefficient, constant returns to scale prevail at (Xo, Yo).

Theorem 5. Suppose that DMUo with input-output combination (Xo, Yo) is WR-efficient.

If (kXo, kYo) is evaluated by Model (6), the following conditions estimate the returns to

scale of DMUo.

(i) The optimal value of the objective function is greater than zero and k∗ > 1 if and

only if DMUo has
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IRS.

(ii) The optimal value of the objective function is greater than zero and k∗ < 1 if and

only if DMUo has

DRS.

(iii) The optimal value of the objective function is zero if and only if DMUo has CRS.

Proof. Case (i): Suppose that the optimal value of the objective function of Model

(6) is greater than zero and k∗ > 1. So, by definition (2.1), (k∗Xo, k
∗Yo) ∈ PPS is

SWR-inefficient. As a result, according to Theorem (3) (k∗Xo, k
∗Yo) ∈ PPS is WR-

inefficient and since k∗ > 1, by Theorem (4), increasing returns to scale prevails at

(Xo, Yo). Reversely, if DMUo has increasing returns to scale (IRS), by Theorem (4), there

exist, k̂ > 1

such that (k̂Xo, k̂Yo) ∈ PPS is WR-inefficient and, by Theorem (3), it is SWR-inefficient.

SWR-inefficiency of (k̂Xo, k̂Yo) ∈ PPS in model (6) implies that the objective function

is greater than zero. Since Model (6) is one of maximization, the optimal value of the

objective function in evaluating (kXo, kYo) must be non-zero. We must show that k∗ > 1.

Note that k∗ < 1 implies that, according to Theorem 2, DMUo has decreasing returns to

scale (DRS). k∗ = 1 implies that DMUo is inefficient. As a result, we must have k∗ > 1,

Case (ii): The proof is similar to that of Case (i), and is omitted.

Case (iii): If the optimal value of the objective function in Model (6) is zero, then for

each k > 0, (kXo, kYo) ∈ PPS is SWR-efficient and so, by Theorem (3), it is WR-efficient.

Therefore, by Theorem (4), constant returns to scale prevails at (Xo, Yo). Reversely, if

(Xo, Yo) has constant returns to scale (CRS), by Theorem (4), for each k > 0, (kXo, kYo) ∈
PPS is WR-efficient. As a result, by Theorem (3), (kXo, kYo) is SWR-efficient. SWR-

efficiency of (k̂Xo, k̂Yo) ∈ PPS in model (6) implies that the optimal value of the objective

function in evaluating (kXo, kYo) is equal to zero.

4 Empirical example

Tone (2001) determined the type of returns to scale for 16 hospitals H1, ..., H16, intro-

duced in Table (1), each of which has four inputs and two outputs as follows.

Inputs

Doctor: Total hours worked by doctors in the survey period

Nurse: Total hours worked by nurses

Tech.: Total hours worked by technical workers

Office: Total hours worked by office staff

Outputs

Outpatient: Total medical insurance points for outpatients
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Inpatient: Total medical insurance points for inpatients

We use the same data as mentioned above for comparison with Tone,s method, so that

the advantage of our method will be apparent. The weights restrictions imposed on inputs

and outputs are presented in (7).

2 ≤ v1

v2
≤ 5.3

1.7 ≤ v1

v3
≤ 4.2 (7)

2.3 ≤ v1

v4
≤ 5.4

0.28 ≤ u1

u2

≤ 0.4

Table 1

Technical data for 16 hospitals.
In-

put

Out-

put

Hospital Doctor Nurse Tech. Office Outpat. Inpat.

H1 995 6205 1375 2629 4127 1678

H2 917 5898 1379 2047 3721 1277

H3 3178 10049 3615 3511 2706 2051

H4 813 5833 1124 1730 2176 1538

H5 1236 8639 2486 4990 5220 2042

H6 1146 7610 1600 3589 3517 1856

H7 705 5600 1557 3623 2352 2060

H8 2871 11524 2880 2452 1755 1664

H9 1098 8998 1730 2823 4412 2334

H10 2032 9383 2421 4454 5386 2080

H11 1414 10468 2140 3649 5735 2691

H12 1967 11260 2759 3178 6079 2804

H13 1967 11260 2759 3178 6079 2804

H14 3100 15649 5487 2940 5248 3692

H15 5016 18010 4008 3567 7800 4582

H16 1924 12682 2490 2975 6040 3396

in which v1, v2, v3, v4 indicated the weights related to inputs and u1, u2 denote the weights
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related to outputs. For this example, matrices P and Q are as follows

P =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 −1 1 −1 1 −1

−5.3 2 0 0 0 0

0 0 −4.2 1.7 0 0

0 0 0 0 −5.4 2.3

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ and Q =

(
1 −1

−0.4 0.28

)

If we use Model (2) first and then Model (3), by the same two-phase process mentioned ear-

lier, for evaluating H1 to H16, it will be found that hospitals H1, H4, H7, H9, H11, H15, H16

are WR-efficient and the remaining hospitals are inefficient. To determine returns to scale

for WR-efficient hospitals, we use Theorem (5), whose results are presented in Table (2).

For WR-inefficient units, we apply Theorem (5) to determine returns to scale after finding

WR-projections by using (I). The results can be seen in Tables (3) and (4). In Table (5),

the results of Tone,s method are compared with those of our proposed method. It can be

easily seen that the two methods yield the same results.

Table 2

Returns to scale for WR-efficient hospitals.
Hospital θ∗AWR in evaluating (kxo, kyo) k∗ Returns to scale

H1 0 1 CRS

H4 5399/2438 2/3691 IRS

H7 0 1 CRS

H9 0 1 CRS

H11 8174/258 0/7466 DRS

H15 8288/5338 0/7519 DRS

H16 0 1 CRS

Table 3

Technical data for WR-projections.
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Hospital

H2 H3 H5 H6 H8 H10 H12 H13 H14

Doctor 52132
59

2422573
2451

9918109
8281

3664313
3679

1997941
2451

10136827
8281

3167552363183993
1884299526843

11431118
8281

43244516
20985

Nurse 4584581
767

35409267
5719

1397167
169

22928743
3679

4769157
817

1442581
169

7016380383968605
628099842281

1711324
169

90358718
6995

Tech. 1873561
1534

23434753
17157

14450965
8281

5071405
3679

2762203
2451

14850295
8281

4209702311027605
1884299526843

17213380
8281

17887118
6995

Office 3188725
1534

44546575
17157

25856869
8281

9679075
3679

4266301
2451

26389309
8281

5657110464972323
1884299526843

29540089
8281

62979751
20985

Outpat. 4498829
1534

69593417
17157

40617335
8281

15193493
3679

5389955
2451

41456711
8281

10629729931819327
1884299526843

4623823
8281

25676536
4197

Inpat. 1221296
767

4100338
2451

17953596
8281

6196978
3679

3773691
2451

18482382
8281

56135466300114
1884299526843

21611539
8281

72365668
20985

Table 4

Returns to scale for WR-inefficient hospitals.
Hospital θ∗AWR in evaluating (kxo, kyo) k∗ Returns to scale

H2 1100/4215 1/9939 IRS

H3 0/0032 1/0115 IRS

H5 144/0479 0/8590 DRS

H6 0 1 CRS

H8 2398/3858 2/3602 IRS

H10 159/8800 0/8434 DRS

H12 45/15082 0/9558 DRS

H13 243/0017 0/7621 DRS

H14 309/4896 0/9856 DRS

Table 5

Returns to scale for 16 hospitals using Tone (2001) method.
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Hospital Score RTS Projection

H1 1 Constant

H2 0.997 Increasing

H3 0.523 Increasing

H4 1 Increasing

H5 0.894 Decreasing

H6 0.829 Constant

H7 1 Constant

H8 0.4582 Increasing

H9 1 Constant

H10 0.801 Decreasing

H11 1 Decreasing

H12 0.945 Decreasing

H13 0.927 Decreasing

H14 0.772 Decreasing

H15 1 Decreasing

H16 1 Constant

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced a new approach for evaluating returns to scale under

weights restrictions. So far, many methods have been presented to evaluate returns to

scale, but the evaluation of RTS under weights restrictions is still a new topic. We

compared our proposed method with the method developed by Tone (2001), and showed

that our model is more desirable than approach. In fact, to determine RTS we only solve

one model, while two models must be solved with Tone,s approach. Finally, extending

the proposed method to interval, fuzzy or stochastic data and other types of weights

restrictions in DEA can be suggested for further research.
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